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Figure 1 The Whitworth, University of Manchester, with advertisements for its exhibition ‘Joy for ever: How to use
art to change the world (and its price in the market)’ held from 29 March to 9 June 2019. Photo: author

Joy for ever: How to use art to change the world (and its price in the market) was an
exhibition held at the Whitworth, University of Manchester, from 29 March to 9
June 2019 (fig. 1). It was held to coincide with the 200th anniversary of the birth of
John Ruskin, the British artist, writer, commentator and educationalist, who was the
principal voice campaigning throughout the nineteenth century against the ills of an
increasingly industrial and dehumanising world.
The exhibition also marked the beginning of a new chapter in the history of
the Whitworth in a post-Postindustrial era of ecological, political, financial and
social crisis. The institution is now seeking to evolve as a museum that is relevant
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and useful in our context and one that takes an active role in society, promoting art
as a tool for social change. With this goal in mind, our aim is to reconnect with our
founders’ intentions, to create an institute, art gallery and park that can help realise
the full potential of the city and its residents.
Joy for ever took its name from a two-part public lecture given by Ruskin in
Manchester in 1857 to the industrialists of the city. The exhibition was structured,
through ten numbered ‘lessons’, as an extended lecture gone awry, expanding on
Ruskin’s key messages, corrupting and reshaping them through interpretations and
misinterpretations by artists and followers and our own institutional subjectivity. In
what I say below, the titles of the ten lessons remain the same as in the exhibition,
but the content has been altered. This expands and ‘complexifies’ these themes
further and, in turn, suggests a manifesto of sorts, that will lead the Whitworth
forward through a programme of work that will have a moment of review in two
years’ time, with the project Economics the blockbuster, to revisit and address the
issues that Ruskin raised in 1857 – issues that have ceased to go away but rather
have become even more pertinent.

1. The political economy of art

Figure 2 Richard Doyle, sketch in pencil, pen and ink in Doyle’s copy of Catalogue of the Art Treasures of the United
Kingdom, collected at Manchester in 1857, 1857 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London

In 1857, Manchester held the Art Treasures Exhibition on a three-acre site in Old
Trafford, now the football stadium (fig. 2). It remains the largest art exhibition ever
held in this country, or even the world, with over 16,000 paintings and sculptures
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from private collections on public view. For 142 days it attracted over 1.3 million
visitors. Housed in a structure of iron and glass, it was clearly one-upmanship on
London’s Great Exhibition of 1851 as Manchester, with newly appointed city status,
puffed out its chest as the hotbed of global industry and laissez-faire capitalism.
Over its entrance, in gold letters, was a quotation from the poet John Keats: ‘a thing
of beauty is a Joy for ever’.
To coincide with the exhibition the famous art critic John Ruskin was invited
to deliver a keynote lecture in the theatre at the Manchester Athenaeum on Princess
Street, now Manchester Art Gallery. Ruskin rose to the occasion, principally because
he disliked Manchester so much, seeing it as the epicentre of all ills in the world:
rampant free market capitalism, polluting industrialisation and the dehumanising
mechanisation that was engulfing the nineteenth-century world. His view was that
Manchester was a city that was incapable of producing any good art.
Where normally he would speak more from the hip, this speech was
carefully pre-crafted over two weeks in a secluded Oxfordshire farmhouse and
delivered in two parts over 10 and 13 July. Entitled ‘A joy forever (and its price in
the market): Two lectures on the political economy of art’, it was his chance to berate
the industrialists, journalists and followers of the ‘Manchester School’ gathered in
the room. Speaking first on ‘The discovery and application of art’ and secondly on
‘The accumulation and distribution of art’, this double marathon, of one and three
quarter hours each, was a morality tale on how art should not be acquired by
individuals for personal gain or prowess, but was a precious thing to be used for the
common public good.
Joy for ever marked a watershed in both Ruskin’s life, as he expanded his
ideas beyond ‘just art’ into the realm of the ethics and morals of how we organise
and manage our society as a whole – the true meaning of economy. After
Manchester, he developed these thoughts into the seminal book Unto This Last
(1860), a best-selling treatise on political economy with the artful human spirit at its
centre (and a riposte to Adam Smith), and one that went on to inspire the
foundation of the Labour Party, the Welfare State and Mahatma Ghandi’s postcolonial reform of India – amongst other things.

2. The handmade tale
Art is that in which the hand, the head, and the heart of man go together (John Ruskin,
‘Lecture II: The unity of art, Royal Manchester Institution’, Manchester, 14 March
1859)
The building of the Coniston Mechanics Institute was instigated by Ruskin in 1878,
not long after moving to the village, with the support of his ‘secretary’ W.G.
Collingwood. Like many of these ‘institutions of the hand’ created from 1800
onwards in industrial communities, it was a Swiss Army Knife of public resources,
for the betterment of people, their health and society. Partly instrumental (to keep
the workers away from the pub and to direct them into education and selfimprovement) and partly social, the Institute housed a community hall for
gatherings and exhibitions, library, theatre, shop, caretaker’s house, bath house for
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the miners, kitchen facilities and collections of geology, art, natural history and an
overstuffed otter or two. However, these collections were not for merely looking at,
but an educational resource that would, in turn, fire the imagination and creativity
for a holistic programme of making. The men would be taught wood carving and
copper repoussé, the women lace making (fig. 3) and, as a whole, this convening
through craft would produce the social and ethical development of the hand, heart
and head.

Figure 3 Example of ‘Ruskin Lace’ taught to women at the Coniston Mechanics Institute. Photo: author

From this idea of a cottage circular economy, transmitted through Ruskin’s writings
and spread further through word, deed and pen, we can trace a line through the
history of art, a line that we might call the ‘best intentions of modernity’ that seek to
unite making with thought, putting art to use in society for the benefit of all.
We can trace this ongoing legacy through Canon Hardwicke Rawnsley’s
School of Industrial Arts and Ghandi’s education system for post-colonial India
based on agriculture, spinning, weaving and dyeing – through which all would
learn, for example, biology, mathematics, chemistry and the arts. It flows through
the rural communes and the architectural lines of Frank Lloyd Wright, the trio of
Settlement Houses at Toynbee Hall in London’s Whitechapel, Jane Addam’s Hull
House in Chicago and Thomas Horsfall’s Manchester Art Museum – late
nineteenth-century hybrids of social housing and art school. From here we can trace
it though the Bauhaus and its iconic circular curriculum translated and multiplied
through educational establishments around the world. We can trace it to the Art and
Design Foundation Course or to the Dartington Experiment in Devon of the 1930s,
that melded Bauhaus with Ruskinian Medieval Gothic. Here Gropius, Stravinsky,
Bernard Leach and many more taught craft alongside book binding, furniture,
glassmaking and agroforestry. Ironically, this interwar mission to save the world
through the arts, led, in turn, to the duality of both organic and intensive industrial
farming with the Dartington estate laying claim to the world’s first battery chicken
coup.
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3. Campaign against the EBacc!
Men were not intended to work with the accuracy of tools, to be precise and perfect in all
their actions. If you will have that precision out of them, and make their fingers measure
degrees like cog-wheels, and their arms strike curves like compasses, you must unhumanise
them. (John Ruskin, Stones of Venice, Volume II)
The English Baccalaureate (EBacc) was introduced in 2012 by Michael Gove, then
Secretary of State for Education. On the government website it is described as ‘a set
of subjects at GCSE that keeps young people’s options open for further study and
future careers’. The EBacc is centred around the STEM agenda, promoting Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths as the foundation of a productive and healthy
economy.
In this there is no mention of the arts as a means to support this ambition,
despite the widespread understanding of art as a central pillar of learning and
development. Ruskin was by his own admission ‘a Tory of the old school’ (although
he did ironically give rise to mainstream socialism in this country) but he
vociferously campaigned for the fundamental importance of an education that had
humanistic art and creativity at its heart, in direct opposition to the prevalent
mechanical approach to people programming.
Recently at the Whitworth we hosted a public discussion event organized by
constituents from the local neighbourhood that looked at the causes of the Moss
Side ‘race riots’ of the 1980s. There were of course many factors that led to the
situation tipping over into violence and this uprising. But something that became
very apparent during the evening, from those who had taken part in the riots, was
their feeling of disempowerment rooted in education. ‘They were teaching us
William the fucking Conquerer! What use is that to us?’ Underlying this was a sense
that the curriculum did not speak to these communities about how they came to be
where they were, no explanation of the current state of the world and no articulated
relevance of a shared history. Nothing on colonial rule. Nothing on migration. No
deep analysis of cause and effect. No recourse to expression. Education was keeping
people in their place, not giving them agency to escape it.
In March 2017, when I was Director of Middlesbrough Institute of Modern
Art, the artist Daniella Ortiz was commissioned to develop a project with single
mothers seeking asylum, as a means for them publicly to lay bare the reality and
cruelty of the European migratory control system. For this project we worked with
them to remake, or more accurately ‘redo’, the 1899 children’s book the ‘ABC for
Baby Patriots’, from the perspective of those who understand colonialism and
migration from a very different perspective. The book was presented in the
exhibition An ABC of racist Europe and subsequently the Cleveland Police received a
complaint that our museum was racist to white people. In the immediate visit from
the Chief of Police (who was quite understanding), the Head of Hate Crime was
most perturbed that Middlesbrough’s favourite son, Capt. James Cook, had been
labelled a colonialist. ‘He was just a botanist!’, the man said.
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What they don’t teach us at school becomes ever more apparent, as Britain’s
power and stability starts to shake in the emerging world order. We teach maths, we
teach science, we teach English. We even teach art a little, but we don’t teach
aesthetics. This might seem erudite or even absurd, in the context of the drive to the
EBacc and STEM, but this narrative will be maintained until the inequality in visual
representation can be balanced out and democratised.
Those in power and big business know this well. Apple, now one of the most
powerful companies on the planet, is founded on its control of the aesthetic regime.
Despite the fact that it was ridiculed by the competition at first for front loading the
design, touch and feel of its products, its sales soon eclipsed those of its rivals. It
succeeded in the post-production economy because it was a company founded on a
story, a look and an emotion.
The decline of the UK car industry is often attributed to unions, skills
shortages, work ethics, investment flows and a plethora of ills that occupy the mind
of the traditional British business leader. Visual literacy was never a real concern for
UK business (apart from the art schools that exported the honed talents of Apple’s
Jony Ive and the UK creative industry boom). In the era before England really ‘got’
contemporary art and semiotics, British Leyland was chugging out the Allegro and
the desperately group-thunk Ital; meanwhile Audi proclaimed Vorsprung durch
Technik and a method of shifting cars by graphic sensibility and emotion alone.

4. On the uses and uselessness of drawing
It is hard to think of an artist who has been cited more often on the subject of
drawing than John Ruskin. The demands of this process, which co-ordinates the eye,
the head and the hand on a piece of paper, provided the ultimate mechanism for
seeing and understanding the nature of the world around us truthfully. He disliked
many things, but an inaccurately drawn tree was close to the top of the list.
Ruskin drew prolifically throughout his life (particularly, trees, rocks, plants,
landscapes and architecture derived from these materials) and encouraged others to
do the same – men, women and children of all classes. He built and contributed to
collections of drawings for public use and in 1857 published the book The Elements of
Drawing – which according to Amazon ‘remains one of the most sensible and useful
books on how to draw and paint, both for the amateur and the professional artist’.
However, his championing of the medium for the everyman has since then often
been misunderstood and misrepresented as a cause to be celebrated by itself; in
campaigns to maintain the traditions of art, rather than how to use it effectively to
contribute to our social development. For Ruskin, art was a tool to understand truth
and then to act ethically upon that knowledge.
In this he literally practiced what he preached. Throughout his life, Ruskin
spoke regularly throughout Britain to large crowds, up to two-thousand at a time,
on a wide range of subjects that had moral implications in this modernising world.
These lectures, in fact they were closer to sermons, were illustrated with props,
costumes and large human-scale drawings, made by his own hand or with help
from those around him, which he would throw around the stage, in a kind of
Victorian PowerPoint presentation. For example, his ‘Lecture on tree twigs’ given in
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1861 to the London Royal Institution was a parable on the development and
relations of a healthy society, although it was more noted at the time for his
arrogance of teaching natural scientists how a tree grows. This lecture is important
in that it reinforces one of Ruskin’s principal messages about the interconnectedness
of all things, including humankind and nature. We could describe this as ‘ecological
thinking’, or even ecological economy.
It is in this spirit that we should endeavour to campaign not for a ‘right to
art’ nor for ‘access to the arts’ but rather for a right to visual literacy and emotional
literacy, as a pathway to knowledge and power for all. In some sectors this is
already being adopted. The Allianz Manchester Business School teaches art to MBA
students, knowing that story-telling and aesthetics is the principle route to an ethical
and productive economy. Elsewhere in the University, Dermatology students all
take art classes as a core part of their training. This is because it has been clinically
proven that dermatologists with a trained eye, can diagnose skin conditions faster,
more accurately and with greater sensitivity than those who have not – or indeed
any current algorithm.

Figure 4 Screenshot of webpage ‘There’s a Climate Record Hidden Inside Famous Paintings’. Photo: author

Historical landscape paintings are used in climate change research as
sophisticated historical records of weather patterns (fig. 4), whilst ice core research
at the poles uses the samples as four-dimensional photographic evidence of
environmental change.
In the field of law, the group called Forensic Architecture undertake
advanced spatial and media investigations into cases of human rights violations,
with and on behalf of communities affected by political violence, human rights
organisations, international prosecutors, environmental justice groups, and media
organisations. Using material such as TV footage, mobile phone data, web analysis,
and digital witness statements the collective of artists, architects, designers, lawyers
and games designers challenge and contest human rights injustice around the world
7
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– such as the police shooting of Harith Augustus in Chicago, the use of chemical
weapons in Al Lataminah in Syria or the causes of the Grenfell Tower fire in
London. Another member of the Forensic Architecture group, Paulo Tavares, is
working in the Amazon rain forest with botanists and satellite imagery to show
changes in rainforest flora. They are using this as evidence of destroyed indigenous
settlements and communities to help their cause in reclaiming their land rights back
from international agro-industry.
US artist Trevor Paglen interrogates the digital regime we now inhabit, and
exposes the machinery used to control and shape it by big business, governments,
AI and computational algorithms. What Paglen highlights is the dominance of the
visual in our new technological era. In the fields of cybernetics and our sociopolitical economy we are teaching machines to see, in order to act, but not
necessarily in an ethical way.
For me this highlights the real crisis in our arts and humanities education, in
that, despite the best intentions of the project of modernity, it is based on the
paradigm of autonomy – of art for its own sake. We need to reclaim the use value of
art, and to teach art as a way to see and act humanely; there is beauty in ethics as
much as in aesthetics. If we are teaching machines to see, we need to teach ourselves
as well.

5. Horsfall’s Manchester Art Museum and the Manchester Settlement
I perceive that Manchester can produce no good art and no good literature (John Ruskin,
Fors Clavigera, 1871)
Ruskin hated Manchester. Known widely as ‘Cottonopolis’, it was the centre of
world textile production, brimming with smoking chimneys, factories and slums,
and driven by industrial-scale greed and a lack of care for the human soul. This was
well documented by Friedrich Engels in his now-famous essay ‘Condition of the
working class in England’ in 1845, that led to his writing of the Communist Manifesto
of 1848. For Ruskin the city was too far gone and beyond salvation and so he turned
his attention instead to nearby Sheffield, which was altogether more pleasant,
bustling with craft industries and surrounded by hills, reminding him of Rome. It
was there that he created St George’s Museum in 1875 for the working people of the
city.
Enter now Thomas Colgan Horsfall, son a successful cotton Manufacturer,
who set out to save Manchester, and more importantly its people, through the
creation of an art museum ‘formed for the purpose of giving effect to Ruskin’s
teaching’. By December 1877, after a rousing letter published in the Manchester
Guardian, he had galvanised support to form an Art Museum Committee. Rooms for
Horsfall’s project were initially taken at the Art Museum in Queen’s Park, but after a
fall-out with the Parks Committee there, a permanent home was eventually found at
Ancoats Hall, within what was now one of the most filthy and fetid places on earth.
Horsfall’s Art Museum therefore created an oasis of beauty amongst the poor and
migrant communities of Ancoats. Indeed, it was designed to transform their lives
through access to nature and art, not as a visitor attraction, but a practical centre for
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the creation of a clean, healthy and happy society. Whilst Horsfall understood he
could not make them rich, he certainly believed we could ‘nationalise luxury’ and
make the citizens ‘wealthy’ in mind, body and spirit – in other words that creativity
could be harnessed to heal class division.
Whilst one half of the Manchester Art Museum housed examples of works of
art and objects from the natural world, the other half was dedicated to examples and
lessons in how to live well. The ‘Model workmen’s room’ and ‘Model dwellings’
sitting room’ were both created to show local working-class residents how to
improve their living conditions. As part of this there were practical classes in crafts,
woodcarving and drawing to generate a culture of creativity, based on the words of
Ruskin that had also inspired the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Horsfall was clear that a better future lay in youth. The museum offered a
schools’ picture loans scheme in which forty-five sets of twelve pictures were loaned
to schools in rotation. Additionally, there were free concerts and excursions, classes,
lectures and readings for children, with up to 600 attending at one time. There were
also ‘Santa Fina’ parties for disabled children, a rambling club, free law clinics, girls’
and boys’ clubs, a juvenile employment exchange, ‘at home’ programmes taking the
work out to the neighbourhoods, improving hygiene, sanitation and standards in
home cookery and an early form of seed bombing – albeit with bulbs. Not content
with all of these local initiatives, in 1894 Horsfall led a march on Westminster with
Manchester children to obtain an amendment to the country’s Education Code. The
positive outcome of this initiative meant that, from that time on, schoolchildren
were allowed to visit museums, art galleries, historic buildings and botanical
gardens in school hours as part of their education.
Through this emerged a partnership between the Art Museum and the
University of Manchester’s ‘Settlement’, which was formalised in 1901. The
Manchester Settlement was in a network with other manifestations of this
movement such as Toynbee Hall in the East End of London, and Hull House in
Chicago, established by Jane Addams for the migrant populations in the West of the
City, and inspired by Toynbee Hall. This movement of social responsibility
established a system for students and residents to live and learn together for mutual
benefit, with the integrity that art brings at its core. This cross-class co-operation,
creating new forms of civic engagement at a grass-roots level, heralded in a new era
of housing reform for the twentieth century.

6. Arts and Crafts gone wrong
At the Manchester Art Museum in Ancoats, Horsfall invited his friend William
Morris, another Ruskinian disciple, to create one of the ‘Model rooms’, one that
would be affordable to the local workers. Unfortunately, Morris’ room cost far more
than the meagre salaries of mill workers, leaving it rather underused and ultimately
redundant. In this context, therefore, his often-quoted line ‘Have nothing in your
house that you do not know to be useful or believe to be beautiful’ rings a little
hollow. And herein lies the rub with the heady world of aesthetic craft: its romantic
and political ambitions were frequently neutered by the amount of hard labour and
money required to realise and maintain it: if a chair that is to be produced for
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exchange on the open market requires an enormous number of man hours to
produce, carefully and dutifully carving away to make ends meet, it will inevitably
need to be sold at a price that covers the cost of this work – so it will definitely end
up being expensive. However, a chair made by someone for their own use, made in
the evenings alongside the other labours of life, would only cost them the price of
the wood and their time. It will be cheap, but of great value to the wellness of the
maker. This is fundamentally the difference and disagreement between Morris and
Ruskin and in the end neither of them won the day. Morris’ work ended up as
luxury goods for the middle-class houses of England and Ruskin ideals lost their
way in an ever-depoliticised version of handicrafts, hipster culture, possibly with
yarn bombing at its tail end. Both lost out to the rise of the machine-made. Perhaps
then, Ikea is the closest we have got so far to the wholesale uptake of fully socialised
design.
***

Figure 5 Lawson Park, Lake District, the headquarters of ‘Grizedale Arts’ from 2004. Photo: author

The historic Lake District farmhouse of Lawson Park sits on a fell high above
Ruskin’s former home ‘Brantwood’ (fig. 5). Here, on the upper fringes of the estate,
Ruskin would often walk up to take breakfast and commune with the tenant
farmers and their families. It is now the headquarters of ‘Grizedale Arts’ where,
from 2004, we developed a methodology to make art useful, that is to reclaim art
from the cul-de-sac of autonomy and reintegrate it with ordinary life. It was, in a
way, romantically anti-romantic. This meant a shift from art as representation and
pure expression, to one of operation and utility – focussing less on art that was about
things and more on art that did things and that was relevant to people outside the
art world in immediate ways and enabled some kind of social change, whether
small or large. This liberation from the symbolic art object (I would include here,
performance and participatory art) allowed the embrace of art as a process, that
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could be made manifest in all aspects of (village, in this case) life: farming, food,
shops, architecture, politics, furniture, education, the youth club, healthcare, ritual –
in other words, the physical and social infrastructure of society itself.

Figure 6 Lecture diagram from Tania Bruguera’s Escuela de Arte Útil, YBCA, San Francisco 2017. Photo: author

Such a strategy was an appalling idea to many in the art world, accompanied
by the common cries of ‘it’s not art’, ‘there is no beauty’, ‘this is just design’ and
‘you’re simply kowtowing to the neo-liberal agenda by providing services
withdrawn from the state’. None of which was true. On the flip side, this way of
working attracted the interest of like-minded others in the field of art, such as the
team at the Van Abbe Museum in Eindhoven, in the south Netherlands and the
Canadian writer Stephen Wright. Importantly, the Cuban artist/activist Tania
Bruguera had coined the terms ‘Arte de Conducta’ (Behavioural Art) and ‘Arte Útil
‘(Art as a Tool, in Spanish) some years earlier, initiating a movement to which we
could subscribe and contribute. In 2012, we convened at Lawson Park to hone these
ideas and write the Criteria of Arte Útil, in part a manifesto, to describe and
distinguish this type of art from practices that are created principally for
consumption in the performative frame of the mainstream art world (fig. 6). The
criteria, as follows, suggest that Arte Útil projects should:
1) Propose new uses for art within society
2) Use artistic thinking to challenge the field within which it operates
3) Respond to current urgencies
4) Operate on a 1:1 scale
5) Replace authors with initiators and spectators with users
6) Have practical, beneficial outcomes for its users
7) Pursue sustainability
8) Re-establish aesthetics as a system of transformation
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These guidelines were used to shape an open international call for projects initiated
by artists that could be accumulated in a growing online archive. The archive would
document these case studies whilst at the same time building this online index of
case studies as a tool in itself for people to learn how to use art strategies and
competencies to make change happen in their own circumstances. The case studies
were organised into categories such as Urban Development, Scientific, Pedagogical,
Politics, Economy, Environmental and Social. Subsequently, the archive was
presented alongside live iterations of the case studies at the Museum of Arte Útil at
the Van Abbemuseum. Presented as an antidote to the art blockbuster, this was a
blockbuster of ‘non-art’.
In addition to hosting the growing online archive, the Arte Útil website
(https://www.arte-util.org/projects/) provides a platform for an Asociación de Arte
Útil and its activities around the world, where the idea of useful art is propagated
through actions, education and exhibitions. As these manifestations of Arte Útil are
presented in locations such as Eindhoven, Zagreb, San Francisco, Mexico City,
Istanbul, Liverpool and Toronto and mapped within the ever-swelling archive, new
activities and translations are constantly stimulated. This viral effect has seen the
archive translated into Turkish, French, German, Spanish and even a Farsi
Instagram account opened in Iran.

7. The case for social making

Figure 7 Spanish artist and agro-ecologist Garcia Dory at Coniston Institute teaching cheese making. Photo: author

Arte Útil projects described in words and theory alone does not do it justice and it is
easy to understand why it is often misread as a reductive, utilitarian and even unaesthetic approach to making art, if considered art at all. However, it is in the
playing out, the colour of the stories, the texture of relationships and the unfolding
human complexities where the art is manifest. Art has many definitions through
time and through cultures, but in essence it means doing something with care and
consideration. The process of making is essential to the social construct, it is through
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the feedback loop of thought, action and sensory response that the deepest and
fullest effects are achieved. Furthermore, this is relevant at any scale: earthenware
clay turned to fine tableware, limestone crafted to a cathedral, the masses and
materials giving rise in both instances to a city well planned.
In the case studies of the Arte Útil archive you will see many instances of
processes and people coming together, often in small-scale and particular
circumstances in a way that develops the know-how and confidence to make more
creative and considered decisions as a community; processes that have the power to
infect and shape the world beyond their immediate horizons. By way of example,
Arte Útil Archive Case Study no. 486 is the Cheese Production Mobile Unit (CPMU),
also named the Mobile Dairy School, an ongoing project developed by Spanish artist
and agro-ecologist Fernando Garcia-Dory (fig. 7). The project takes as its starting
point John Ruskin’s own Migratory Dairy School (implemented by Hardwicke
Rawnsley), initiated in the Coniston Mechanics Institute, at the heart of Coniston
village, a nineteenth-century initiative that provided local farmers with the
additional skills necessary to diversify their production and increase their income,
and part of a wider regeneration of the community. Garcia Dory mostly resides in
northern Spain where he runs a school for shepherds and a cultural programme that
teaches rural skills to encourage the repopulation of villages emptied out by
migration to the cities. In this case Garcia Dory applies his rural activism in
Coniston, repurposing a US military field station unit as the mobile teaching unit for
classes in cheese making, to encourage local food production and the health benefits
(physical and psychological) of communal eating. The resulting cheese is matured
for six months in the ice cave at Ruskin’s home ‘Brantwood’ across the lake, for
added brand value, developing as a complex blue Lakeland Compte. Whilst the
cheese-making alone would never stand alone as a significant social change project,
it clearly instilled a culture of entrepreneurial production and self-determination in
a community that had become overdependent on the mass tourism economy.
Rediscovering the process of crafting from the land and making together
underpinned a reconceptualization of the village Institute, its role in the village and
the outlook of the resident population.
Another telling initiative is Arte Útil Archive Case Study no. 532: the Granby
Four Streets Regeneration project. The Toxteth area of Liverpool had, since the late
1970s, fallen victim to the managed decline imposed by a Conservative government
and subsequent capitalist strategies of regeneration. After years of decay and unrest
the neighbourhood was earmarked for demolition and Housing Market Renewal –
i.e. cheaply built identikit boxes that always favour developers’ pockets rather than
the inhabitants. In resistance to this colonisation, a small group of residents refused
to move out and from the kernel of the last few occupied homes they began to
reclaim the streets, maintaining the houses, streets ad garden and held events and
markets: a call to arms against the imposed narrative of decline. A Community Land
Trust was subsequently established, and the art/architecture firm Assemble was
enlisted to assist in the refurbishment of the derelict terraces that lay unoccupied
around them (fig. 8). Rubble and broken timbers were recycled into new building
materials on site – crushed bricks were turned into terrazzo, splinters of wood used
for block printed textiles. The red brick houses were refurbished using materials to
hand, the layouts adjusted according to the state of disrepair with imagination and
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Figure 8 Granby Workshop installation by Assemble, Turner Prize Exhibition, Glasgow, 2017. Photo: author

an aesthetic know-how absent in the developer economy. The shells of two houses
that had lost their floors became a double height community winter garden. A
production house, the Granby Workshop, created furniture, tiles, kitchen sinks, light
shades, curtains and ceramics, for use in these homes and for export out through an
online shop, generating further work and income for the community. In
consequence, the streets around Granby are now beginning to thrive again, young
families are moving in, cultural tourists from around the world come to see the
change, to see an artistic transformation in process and in action. People are
interested and encouraged by seeing the scheme in action, based on terms that
resonate outside the performative frame of art.
Both these projects highlight a fundamental principle of the direct
relationship between the control of aesthetics and power, that whoever controls the
sensory environment and the ‘aesthetic regime’ also controls the power – this
continuum between the visual and ethical regimes is one which Tania Bruguera
terms ‘Esthethics’.

8. Ten Lectures to Little Housewives on the Elements of Crystallisation
Ten Lectures to Little Housewives on the Elements of Crystallisation was the subtitle of
John Ruskin’s The Ethics of Dust published in 1866. Ruskin’s attitude to women and
girls was complex (and now seen widely as problematic), and his love life was
fractured and dysfunctional to say the least. This book was inspired by the series of
lectures and discussions he developed during his teaching role at the progressive
Winnington School for Girls in Northwich, Cheshire. The central subject of this
study is minerals: their structure, their types and the process of crystallization. This
was a time when religious beliefs were being challenged by the new sciences of
geology and evolutionary theory.
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The Ethics of Dust takes the form of a conversation between an ‘Old Lecturer’
and a group of schoolgirls, which moves from the nature of minerals on to broader
philosophical subjects, notably Bible study, literature and art. Ruskin (perhaps an
accidental feminist), believed that the role of modern women could no longer be
limited to housekeeping, and that they should be liberated from patriarchal society.
He wanted them to be inspired to reveal their natural talents in the public affairs of
politics and economics. His view was that men were too occupied with making war
and fighting for power, therefore it was the women who should be encouraged to
protect and take care of the nation, fighting the diseases of society.
Simultaneous to the Toxteth riots in Liverpool, Manchester’s Moss Side was
erupting for the same reasons – communities dehumanised through oppression,
lack of agency and stripping away of aesthetic control. The centre of the Moss Side
scene was a nightclub called the Reno. For the predominately Afro-Caribbean
community it was often hard to get into clubs in the city, so this was where they
made their home and their culture, along with the music, the drugs and the goingson. This was their art centre, their place of expression. In the aftermath of the riots,
the city and the Tory government sought ways to solve the problem. Regeneration
was in order and the Commonwealth Games Manchester offered the impetuous for
change. The road route from Manchester Airport to the city centre cuts right
through Moss Side and it was therefore necessary to clean up this route, as the
gateway to a new regenerating city. The redbricks and the Reno were demolished,
opening up green space around the main arterial route, whilst new modernist-lite
housing (symbolising change, without necessarily offering any), was rolled out a
distance from the road. The Reno site, next to the brewery lay vacant, unused, flat.

Figure 9 Community project at The Whitworth to present the story of ‘The Reno’ nightclub, Moss Side Photo:
author

In 2017 a community group led by local resident and former Reno goer
Linda Brogan began building an oral history of the club and its people. This wasn’t
a reminiscence project, but an active reclamation of history and voice. To make this
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physical, a performative gesture, the group enlisted the help of the University of
Salford Archaeology Unit to undertake a dig of the site right there, in full view, next
to the dual carriageway, the commuters and the tourists. Up came the history: pint
pots, torn jeans, albums, the fire grate, bags of drugs. This material is now on show
at the Whitworth as part of a year-long project to present the reality of this story to a
wider world (fig. 9). Not just the reality of the dig, but a tale of institutional racism,
colonisation, weaponised culture, education, lives lived and lost – the stories they
don’t teach us at school. The space, at the centre of the Whitworth is occupied by the
group, which is working day to day to build a new picture of what was, but also
what might be possible in a new changed reality. What would a culture centre look
like now in Moss Side, what would power look like now for them? This is more than
representation, more than a show, more than an exhibition. These are the
constituents using the museum to give them agency for some kind of social change.

9. The Allegory of Good Government
We may expect that the first two elements of good architecture should be expressive of some
real truths. The confession of imperfection and confession of the Desire for Change. (John
Ruskin, Stones of Venice, Volume II)
During a century of industrialisation, imperialism and capital growth, the Victorians
searched hard for a national style of architecture that would embody a sense of
national character in the new public buildings springing up across the land. A style
was also needed that would differentiate Britain as the world’s leading superpower,
distinct from its European neighbours, who were still enraptured with a methodical
classical style that, bound by symmetry and perfection, derived from the buildings
of Ancient Greece and Rome. Whilst Ruskin wouldn’t necessarily support the
intentions behind this political posturing, he was, whether he liked it or not, the
original champion of the Gothic style of the pre-Renaissance, subsequently adopted
and bastardised for both government buildings and industrial architecture. This was
particularly the case in cities like Manchester, where a distinctly Northern aesthetic
could be used to develop the new brand identity of turbo-capitalism.
After much public debate the Gothic style rather than the Classical was
eventually chosen for the Houses of Parliament (1840–60), so that it would
emphasize the historical continuity of the parliament system, harking back to a
‘golden age of England’. However, in reality it is a classical office block by Charles
Barry with by-the-yard Gothic overlaid by Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin.
Ruskin states in his Seven Lamps of Architecture: ‘In public buildings the historical
purpose should be still more definite (than in domestic). It is one of the advantages
of Gothic as broadly opposed to classical, that it admits of a richness of record
altogether unlimited. Its minute and multitudinous sculptural decorations afford
means of expressing, either symbolically or literally, all that need be known of
national feeling or achievement.’ Here lies the crux of the Ruskin argument, laid
down further in his meticulous studies and texts on Venice (that led directly to the
city’s preservation as a medieval city ‘untouched’ by modernity). Whilst the
classical style is driven from the top, machine-like and unsympathetic to the
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individual human soul, medieval gothic allows for imperfection, variation and
expression by the individual within a collectively evolved whole. In this way the
Gothic is an architecture grown from an ethical society of care for its people and
environment; it expresses the truth of nature that the precision of classicism denies.

Figure 10 Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Allegory of Good Government (detail), 1338-9, Palazzo Pubblico, Siena. Wikipedia ·
Text under CC-BY-SA license

The published edition of Ruskin’s Political Economy of Art is illustrated with a
version of Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Allegory of Good Government (fig. 10), which had
been copied by Charles Fairfax Murray on Ruskin’s instruction. In his original
lecture, Ruskin had used the painting to highlight the virtues depicted and had cited
magnanimity as the principle that holds sway over all the others. In Ruskin’s
context, the championing of this virtue is a championing of increased spending on
public welfare. Yet to be of great heart seems to be the thing most lacking in politics
now. The century of the self has laid the ground for the polarisation to which we
now bear witness, an accelerating wealth confined to ever smaller numbers, and an
accelerating ‘illth’ bestowed on those elsewhere. Ultimately, it is the economics of
capital and globalisation, the economics that Ruskin fought so hard to resist, that
has given birth to Brexit, Trump and the populism we see emerging across the postindustrial world. Ironically, this is a political economy that has grown with a full
understanding of the power of the aesthetic regime. This is no better symbolised
than the image made during a press call on 12 September 1987 with the then prime
minister, Margaret Thatcher. The press call took place at the demolished Head
Wrightson steel works in Thornaby, Middlesbrough. In the black and white image
created on that occasion, Thatcher walks with heels and handbag across the rubble
of the ex-works. This highly constructed image bids farewell to the end of dirty
manufacturing and heralds in a new era of the post-industrial, clean service
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economy – an operating system that detached money from the hand, materiality
and place and vaporised finance into an abstract digital plane that ultimately had no
loyalty to communities, social cohesion or human touch.
The end point of the arc that this image triggers is Brexit. Thornaby turned
out to be one of the highest voting leave wards in the country, a place that had been
‘left behind’ by globalisation, its industry the victim of financial extraction, China’s
flooding the market with cheap steel, and other facets of the neo-liberal free market
project. At the same time the region’s bargain bucket housing stock had become
prime real estate to make money from migration. Large swathes of red brick terraces
were bought up by industrial-scale landlords, subcontracted by large corporations,
who, in turn, had been subcontracted by the Home Office to manage the migration
control system.
Industrial decline and high-density migration became the most visible
problems upon which to heap blame. Amongst the rows and rows of
Middlesbrough red bricks and the rubble of houses cleared to conceal the blight,
two peoples now live side by side: the traditional working classes and migrants
rehoused from holding centres, both stripped of their dignity of labour, of agency,
of any recourse to visual representation, or of any kind of positive culture over
which they have any jurisdiction. They have both been aesthetically as well as
politically neutered.
Some time ago, I was at dinner in Westminster with a handful of Tory
politicians and culture sector luminaries. I had been invited because of my
experiences of Middlesbrough, of trying to get art to work where it’s apparently
hard to get art to work, or even to have a value or relevance. The question was how
to find the data to demonstrate the social impact of art. But perhaps art is itself the
data. The degree to which any individual, group, community or society produces
art is the data, is the sign of its health. A people unable to operate aesthetically is a
people without power. On the flip side, the rich and powerful have always known
how to use art really well. The Medicis of Renaissance Italy cornered the market in
image control. Apple, Facebook, Tesla and Volkswagen stole the show on aesthetics
a long time ago. Vladimir Putin’s chief advisor Vladislav Surkov trained in
conceptual theatre and knows a thing or two about image and the value of
manufactured complexity. Andrew Breitbart, the founder of the eponymous
syndicated American opinion and commentary site, declared very early on that
‘politics is downstream from culture’, i.e. the key to control lies in the aesthetic
regime.
Our museums are some of the last free public spaces where we can learn to
see, to imagine the world differently and to make together, thereby creating a
positive and democratic culture that will speak up to power. More than this,
through visual, manual and emotional literacy, we can start to really regain control.

10 The Road Ahead
All the best material part of education and scholarship must begin in agriculture and such
other homely arts, undertaken for public benefit. (John Ruskin, letter to the organiser of
the Oxford road builders, 28 February 1873)
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On 16 March 1873, Ruskin, then Slade Professor of Fine Art at the University of
Oxford, rallied a group of students from Balliol College one morning for a breakfast
meeting. Fresh from a trip to Genoa, he moaned at length about the state of our
nation’s roads and hatched a plan for them to come together to improve the road
between the villages of North and South Hinksey, which had become a quagmire,
possibly riddled with cholera. Building a road was not deemed a suitable
occupation for Oxford undergraduates (who we would expect rather to be studying
classics and philosophy) however Ruskin’s powers of persuasion and moral
assertiveness convinced a group of twelve students to join the cause.
Perhaps to be re-considered now as an early form of socially engaged art
practice, the Road sought to provide an expanded lesson in the pragmatics of social
change, through a process that ignored class and public norms, providing instead
happiness in bodily work whilst offering an artistic solution to a practical problem.
Aesthetics played a key role, for it was intended to be the most beautiful of roads,
planted with wildflowers, with lunch served each day, accompanied by
philosophical conversation. The group of students involved in the road-building
included playwright Oscar Wilde, Hardicke Rawnsley (who went on to found the
National Trust with Octavia Hill and Sir Robert Hunter), Ruskin’s editor Alexander
Wedderburn, William Gershom Collingwood (historian, archaeologist and founder
of Reading School of Art), Alfred Milner (later 1st Viscount Milner of David Lloyd
George’s cabinet) and historian-economist Arnold Toynbee. The road was never
finished, though it still exists, known locally as Ruskin’s Road, mostly used now by
dog walkers. But this most elaborate of all curricula is most notable for its legacy in
those it produced and their contribution to the world at large.

Figure 11 A new road for The Whitworth. Photo: author

For the exhibition Joy for ever, the architect Takeshi Hayastu with Grizedale
Arts, Karen Guthrie and Tom Philipson have been commissioned to create a plan for
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a new Road for the Whitworth, to be made in the park beyond the gallery walls (fig.
11). The building of this new Road from scratch will again be a series of lessons in
making: in fabricating the tiles to walk on, in laying the Road, in planting the
productive communal gardens around it, in building a new park keeper’s house, in
learning to cultivate and harvest the produce, in collective learning to cook this
produce for one another. As it was for Ruskin’s Road, this is also proposed as a
method for how we might work in the world – with practical, social and artistic
intent. It is a means to mediate between classes, between a polarised population,
while embracing the complexities of ecology, to build a beneficial and ethical
culture for the city – a joy, for all people, for ever.
But why is this art? This is the question that is often asked, but never with
the expectation that we might question what art is. We need now to campaign for a
recalibration of art, a new understanding of how the creative process works, in and
amongst the world at large and beyond the frameset prescribed and programmed
by Kant over 200 years ago that gave license for autonomous art. Our current
arrangement is based on this paradigm, in short that there are things that are art and
things that are not. This binary is what has allowed the art market and its associated
power systems to survive. Of late, I have been working with the affiliates of Arte
Útil, mathematicians, writers and like-minded travellers to design a new framework
to describe art in other terms, that would see art not as a set of objects to be judged
as one thing or another, but rather to look at the degree to which something is art, or
the degree to which something contains artistic competence or faculties. In other
words, I think we should not be asking whether something is art or not but rather
we should be asking the more pertinent question: ‘how much art do we have here?’.
This degree or measurement of art we might call the Coefficient of Art. Such a
conceptualisation would not describe art as a set of things but rather as a process in
time and space that effects and touches all things. Rather than a Venn diagram of
yes or no, we might figure an endless constellation of vectors, with each human
activity represented and co-ordinated by a degree of ‘art-ness’. Such a model would
allow for art in noodle making, horticulture, politics, education and housing (as it
has been outside of Euro-centric modernity) as much as it would in painting,
sculpture and photography. The Demoiselles d’Avignon or Michelangelo’s David
would have, in this scheme, a high coefficient of art, whereas cooking or
brickmaking maybe less so, but still contained in the same universe with different
determinants. This holistic and complex model would more accurately describe the
way in which we use art in all its forms and would speak loudly and freshly about
the fluidity and importance of aesthetics.
Moving towards a new era for Manchester Art Gallery and the Whitworth,
these have been the underlying concepts and thoughts that are shaping a new kind
of art institution (fig. 12) that moves away from the autonomous and into the
ecological; and a new kind of cultural environment in which museums and galleries
are encouraged to promote the widespread use of art and aesthetics, for all people
in a myriad of ways that will effect change in broader economy. Someone’s radical
can often be another’s plain obvious. The new mission and vision for Manchester
Art Gallery and the Whitworth is based on their founding intentions, as instruments
for social, economic and educational advancement, as museums integral to and
contributing to the social project of the city. In uncovering this past, we uncovered
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the original 1823 architectural plans for the institution by Sir Charles Barry. We
were thrilled to discover that their cover had been inscribed with the Latin motto
‘NIHIL PULCHRUM NISI UTILE’: Nothing Beautiful Unless Useful.

Figure 12 The schematic of new strategic vision for the Whitworth, based on the Bauhaus curriculum and
redesigned by Modern Designers, Photo: author
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